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About This Game

Epsilon is a secret community. There are a lot of mysteries and legends about it. You was kidnapped and they kept you in their
secret laboratory. But you have the chance to escape and figure out what's going on. No one was so close to unlocking.

Features:
- Atmosphere

- Puzzles
- Easter Eggs

- A mysterious story
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Title: Epsilon corp.
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Alexandr Kataev
Publisher:
Jack Twin
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 - Attention: Windows 8 MAY cause problems

Processor: AMD Phenom 9550

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 4800 or better (of course also NIVIDA)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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After playing this game for about 30 minutes, and beating stage 1, I've had my fill. This game is terrible.

This is a first person adventure game, with first person shooter elements but the slow gameplay is really unappealing for fans of
fast action first person shooters. Don't come into this expecting that. If you come into this expecting a fun and interesting
adventure game, you will be dissapointed too, as this is not worth your time compared to many much better adventure games
available today.
This game has a long list of problems. It has no audio\/video settings, no control settings, no game introduction or cutscenes or
anything to explain to you what is going on. The game doesn't even have a manual.
The controls are easy enough to figure out though, I had no problem with that, but the fact that you can't remap them is pretty
pathetic.
Fighting with enemies is slow and annoying, I found a Wrench in level 1 but it doesn't really work very well.
The game just has an overall lack of polish, it really feels like early access.

Skip this game, it has nothing going for it that hasn't been done better in many other games.. Feels hastily thrown together, just
for a basic asset flip.

Its real shame that seems to be the case, it has a ton of potential to be a short action horror game worth a few bucks.

I would definetly love to see the game remastered with a lot more polish.. Not a bad game for the price. There are pluses and
minuses. I recommend to play around and find out for yourself.
The game will find its admirers.. Feels hastily thrown together, just for a basic asset flip.

Its real shame that seems to be the case, it has a ton of potential to be a short action horror game worth a few bucks.

I would definetly love to see the game remastered with a lot more polish.. This game was going to get my thumbs up until I find
out that once you finish level 1 or chapter 1 the game shuts down immediately...

I tried to reinstall the game, validate the game files, nothing has worked for me...
& for this you get a thumbs down.

4\/10. i dont know what to rate this game it starts out good but it always crashes during the boot screen to the second level. Wtf
guys, Random PewDiePie picture, Fat Guys With giant Nipples. And when you Interact with sh!t you lean towards the right XD.
Well Done 10/10 would play again. Oh Yeah, Can I get my 2,99 euro's back.... I actually enjoyed it, but then I have a thing for
"bad", B-movie style first-person shooters (most other people don't, obviously!). I thought it was an entertaining and
atmospheric, albeit very simplistic, shooter with some interesting level design and cohesively used assets. The game did crash
several times during loading, but that seems to be unavoidable when it comes to games made with FPS Creator. I just wish it had
been longer \u2014 I would've gladly spent an hour or two more with it \u2014 but considering what I paid for it (\u20ac0,59) I
think an hour of gameplay was totally acceptable!
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This is a horror themed FPS with a lot of problems.

The game was clearly made on the cheap with a free game engine. It's full of bugs, lacks stability, runs poorly, and looks
terrible. There's no graphics settings available so you're stuck with the way it looks. The whole game is so amateurish it comes
together like a half-finished weekend project from high schoolers.

At $3 this "game" is massively overpriced.. ya get what ya pay for...however, game is hinckey; for example, the 'saving' came up
on my screen and stayed there...
????
Even though my automatic weapon had plenty of ammo, failed to shoot costing me progress up the stairs.
Little things like that take away the fun and ability to move along.
Oh well...
Buy at your own risk....
. Plonked together using the most foul engine in existance: GameGuru. Hideous.

For starters, the game itself is completely deprived of any sort of fun factor and simply involves opening doors and reaching the
exit with very little inbetween while fending of a few generic enemies. There's nothing more to it. There's also no apparent
storyline, so nothing even makes any sense and you have no feeling of accomplishment whatsoever.

This handiwork is also plagued by various bugs:
Loading the game causes frequent crashes. (courtesey of GameGuru).
Enemy soldiers have lightning reaction and kill you in one hit, causing the game to reload and thus eventualy crash to to the
aforementioned issue. This creates a frustating vicious circle which not even a saint would choose to put up with.

The game has no redeeming features at all but on the other hand is so bad that it could be considered of moderate comedic
value.. ya get what ya pay for...however, game is hinckey; for example, the 'saving' came up on my screen and stayed there...
????
Even though my automatic weapon had plenty of ammo, failed to shoot costing me progress up the stairs.
Little things like that take away the fun and ability to move along.
Oh well...
Buy at your own risk....
. Lot of bugs i liked it at first but kept falling through the floor and having a gun in a game like this doesnt feel that scary to me..
This game was going to get my thumbs up until I find out that once you finish level 1 or chapter 1 the game shuts down
immediately...

I tried to reinstall the game, validate the game files, nothing has worked for me...
& for this you get a thumbs down.

4/10. https:\/\/youtu.be\/vt_AcbpnAFg

Epsilon Corp. is a survival horror game with a lot of potential.

Good Atmosphere and good pacing, but it fails to deliver on the scare tactics, since nothing feels that threatening, just
annoying.. i dont know what to rate this game it starts out good but it always crashes during the boot screen to the second level.
Wtf guys, Random PewDiePie picture, Fat Guys With giant Nipples. And when you Interact with sh!t you lean towards the right
XD. Well Done 10\/10 would play again. Oh Yeah, Can I get my 2,99 euro's back.... Thanks you piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665whoever made this, game is broken at the end of 4th level, update
ur\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I can\u00b4t continue my gameplay anymore, just big,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, you. Why is this game even "mostly positive" just another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 indie "horror" game. This is cancer. DO NOT BUY

And oh, there is invisible enemyes, bug, not fixed, and probably will never be.

just kys.
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Buy this to someone u hate.
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